
Spelling Lesson 11 – Hurricanes, Earth’s Mightiest Storms 
somebody   Sentence: Somebody left the anonymous gift. Definition: an unknown person  

fireplace   Sentence: The room had a fireplace for burning logs. Definition: open area in a room for burning 
wood for heat  

nearby   Sentence: The nearby park is only a block away. Definition: located a short distance away  

toothbrush   Sentence: I brushed my teeth with my toothbrush. Definition: long handled brush used for 
cleaning teeth  

homesick   Sentence: I was homesick and missed my family. Definition: longing for home or family  

make-believe   Sentence: Let's play make-believe and dress as pirates. Definition: the action of pretending or 
imagining  

anything   Sentence: I can be anything I choose when I grow up. Definition: any object or thing  

all right   Sentence: It's all right with me if we leave now. Definition: acceptable or agreeable 

goodbye   Sentence: Before leaving, I said goodbye to my friend.  Definition: something said when a person 
leaves a place  

forehead Sentence: My long bangs covered my forehead. Definition: the part of the face above the eyebrows  

classmate Sentence: My classmate and I have the same teacher. Definition: person one attends school with  

flashlight Sentence: Carry a flashlight to illuminate the dark path. Definition: a battery operated portable light  

haircut Sentence: The barber gave me a haircut. Definition: act or result of trimming a person's tresses  

twenty-two   Sentence: Ten plus twelve equals twenty-two. Definition: the number that comes after twenty-
one  

driveway   Sentence: I drove up the driveway into our garage. Definition: a short road joining a house and a 
street  

alarm clock   Sentence: My alarm clock buzzes to wake me up. Definition: a timepiece that makes a sound at a 
set time   

baby-sit   Sentence: I watch and baby-sit their children for pay. Definition: to watch over or take care of 
others' children  

airport   Sentence: Planes land on a runway at the airport. Definition: a place from which aircraft operate  

forever   Sentence: I will love you forever and always. Definition: always, throughout all time  

mailbox   Sentence: The postman put the letter in my mailbox. Definition: a receptacle for letters and 
packages 


